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COMPREHENSIVE 1420



D. 1 + 5x + 3y E. I + 3x + 5yC. 5 +3x+5y

10. If logs 2 = x, and logs 3 = y , then which of the following is equivalent to logs 4320?

E.20D. 18C. 12B.8A6

9. Given triangle ABC with area 24, ifD is the midpoint of AB, E is the midpoint of BC and F is the midpoint

of AC, fmd the area of trapezoid DBCF.

E. 355D. 328C. 320B. 264A 255

8. Find the sum of all integers between 1 and 101 that are perfect squares or perfect cubes but not both.

E. 4D. 19
6

C. i_
19

1B. _-
4

A_!_
16

7. What is the third term in the harmonic sequence with al = 3_ and a2 = ~ ?
- 3 11

E. 13D. 12C. 10B. 9A8

6. .Solve for n, where n!= 6!(7!).

E.400D. 41C. 400
81

B. 40
9

A 20
9

5. Evaluate: (4-1 + 5-1r2 •

E. 10D. 9C. 8B.7A6

4. Findthevalueofx+y: [5 -4{; ; ~]=[31 -1 7]

E. 144D. 120C.96B.72A 65

3. Find the sum ofthe cubes of the roots of x2 - 6x + 4 = o.

E.19+17i
20

D. 17+19i
20

-c. 19+17i
10

B. 14+7i
10

A 7+14i
10

3 5
2. Simplify: -+--

3+i 2-4i

E. 625D. 175C. 137B.29A -307

January 11, 2014Comprehensive Test Grissom Math Tournament

1. Evaluate: 8-3[7-2(a2-b2)] ifa=4andb=-3:



E. IOnD. 8nC. 7nB. 4.1l'A. 2.1l'

19. Find the sum of the roots of cos(3x)+ sin2(3x)= 1, where 0:$ x:$ 2.1l'.

4
25E.D. _2_

16
9C. --
16

B. _ 25
4

A. -~
16

18. The set of all points P(x, y) such that the difference between their distances to points S (-2, 0) and

T (8, 0) is 6 satisfies the equation AX2 - ci +Dx +Ey+F = 0 . Find the product of the x-coordinates of
the points of intersection of this graph with the line y=3.

E. [8.5,9)D. [8,8.5)C. [7,8)B. [6,7)A. [5.5,6)

intervals?

17. The distance between the points with polar coordinates (6, 3; J and (8,7: J is in which of the following

E. 17281tD. 8641tC. 5761tB. 2887t'A. 1441t

16. A cone is generated by rotating the region bounded by 2x - Y= 12, the y-axis and the x-axis about the x axis .
. Find the volume of this cone.

E. 6D.4C. 2B. -2A. -4

15. The functiony = 2 10g3(- 2X2 +7x-3)-4 has y-intercept (0, b). lfn is the number of integers in the domain
of the function, find bn.

E. 1001tD. 481tC. 241tB. 161tA. 121t

14. Find the area of the region enclosed by the graph of the parametric equations: x(t) = 6cost + 1and
yet) = 8sint - 3.

E.85%D.21%C.18%B. 15%A. 9%

- - -
13. In the sequence 1, 2, 3, 4, ... , 99, 100, what percentage of the terms have non-repeating decimal

expansions?

11 1 1

B. 3x-4y=-2 C. 4x+3y= 12 D. 4x+3y= 14 E. none of these ,A. 3x-4y= 2

12. Point C(5, -2) is the midpoint of the line segment with endpoints A(8, -6) and B (x, y). Find the equation of
the line perpendicular to line segment AB and passing through point B.

E.287D.41C.31B.26A. 16

11. The Rocket City has decided to award $2014 to the top scorers on the AMC-12 in 2014. The amounts of the
awards will be $1, $7, $49, and $343. What 'is the least number of awards that can be given ifthe total value
of the awards is exactly $2014?



Tie Breaker 3: What positive integer less than 1000 has the largest number of positive integral divisors?

Tie Breaker 2: How many values (in base 10) from 1 to 100 (inclusive) have the same number of digits in base 10
as they have when expressed in base 7?

Tie Breaker 1: Find the sum of all positive integral divisors of 491ogJ7 4 .

E.634D.510C. 359B.259A 135

25. Many 4 digit numbers can be written using the digits 0, 1,2,3, and 4; When these numerals are arranged in a
sequence from least to greatest (for example, 1000, 1001, 1002, etc.) which term will be 2014?

E. 4D. 3C. 2B. 1AO

2014 2013' ,'.
24. IfL 2k +L 2k = 2(A+2014) + 2(B+2014) - 2(C+2014), then find the value of A+Be .

k=l k=l

E. 28D. 21C. 11B. -3A -4 '

23. In a rectangular coordinate system, a tangent from point P (24, 7) to the circle x2 +i = 400 has a point of
tangencyT(a, b) with b>O. Find a + b.

C. x<40rx>6 D. x<l or x c- S E. none of theseB.4<x<6A. 1<x<3

, '

22. The solution set of I~-Ix - 411< 2 is which of the following?

3

D. e2C. e

1

A. e6

n

21. 'Evaluate 1~(1+~)2
, n~co n

E. none of theseD. 56 'C., 39B. 4A.i

20' Wh: . hi' k, h 2014!. '. ' ?. . at 1S t e argest integer, were --k IS an integer
" ' ' 2014, .
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